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BPZ series (a survey) I
13:00-14:00 (
BPZ series (a survey)
14:15-15:15 ( )
15:30-16:30 ( )
Intertwining operator $[succeq] \mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}$ invariance
10 12 ( )
9:15-10:15 , ( )
Aconstruction of framed VOA (survey)
10:30-11:30 , ( )
Aconstruction of twisted modules of code VOAs
13:00-14:00Ching Hung Lam (National Cheng Kung University)




Order three symmetry of avertex operator algebra
10 13 ( )
9:15-10:15 ( )
The calculation of the $\mathrm{M}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{K}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{y}-\mathfrak{M}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$ series for a $4\mathrm{A}$ element of the






Counting functions of simple coverings and quasi-modular forms
Representation theory of vertex operator algebras and related topics
2000 10 10 \sim 1 0 13
(Riyokanl Naeatomo)
1. 1
) $1|$ (Akihiko Ogawa)
2. —————————————————————8
(Toshiyuki Abe)




5. Amodulm invariance of intertwining0perat0rs——————————————-57
(Mas . $0$ Miymo )
6. —————————————————————69
( ros mauc )
7. A consffuction of twisted modules of code VOAs———————————————83
(Masahiko yamoto)
Il . (Shinya Sakuma)
8. THE LATTICE VERTEX OPERATOR ALGEBRA $V\sqrt{2}D_{1}$ AND
SOME VERTEX OPERATOR ALGEBRAS CONSTRUCTED FROM $\mathbb{Z}_{8}$ -CODES—–93
National Cheng Kung Univ. Ching Hung Lam
9. Griess Norton —————————–109
(Atsushi Matsuo)
10. Order three symmeby of avertex operator 123
(Hiromichi Yamada)
1 1. The calculation of ffie McKay-Thompson series for a $4\mathrm{A}$ element of ffie
Monster based on anew frme—————————————————————131
(Hiroki Shimakura)
1 2. $N=1$ Fusion ——————————————————————-136
(Yoshiyuh. Koga)
1 3. Counting functions for branched covers of elliptic cwves and quasi-modular f0ms—–153
(Hiroyuki Och )
